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STATUS OF THE FREE-ELECTRON-LASEREXPERIMENT*

AT LOS ALAFIOS

Roger k?. Warrenit Charles A. Brau, Brian E. Newnam,

William E. Stein, John G. Winston, and Lloyd M. Young

1 ●O INIRCWUCTION

The free-electron-laser (FEL) amplifier experiment

being cGnducted at the Los Alamos National Laboratory is

designed to test the improved performance expected of

tapered wigglers--in particular, their ability to ●xtract

large amounts of ●nergy from an ●lectron beam ●nd transfer

it ir,to light, 1*2 SOONthe amplifier will be ready to be

turned on b~ that data can he collected, but so far we can

report only on the design, ccmetruction, and testing of the

various compol~ents. S~veral groups ●t other Laboratories

● re pursuing ●xperiments similar to ours; their results

will be presented at this conference.’’” Therefore, this

*Work supported by the Advanced Research Projects Agency!
the Air Force Office of Scientific Reeearch, ●nd the Navy
Air Systems Command; ●nd carried out under the ●uapices of
the US Department of Energy.

tindustrial Staff Member from Westinghouse Neaearch Labo-
ratory



paper will not discuss routine procedures of our experi-

ment, but instead will emphasize techniques that are dif-

ferent from those used in other FEL experiments, and also

those aspects that have demanded extra effort or thought.

Because the wiggler ia the unique component in this experi-

ment, it will be given special emphasis.

We present in Table I below the main design parame-

ters of the accelerator, the laser, and the wiggler; in

four sections following the table, we discusn unusl]al or

different features in the design, construction, alignment,

and diagnostic partn of the ●xperiment. Last, we give up-

to-date performance characteristics of the components as

actually measured.

11. DESIGN

Anticipating an oscillator experiment to be per-

formed later, we designed our experiment to test ● tupered

wiggler operating in an amplifier configuration. Our goal

ia to demonstrate high energy-extraction ●fficiency from

the electron beam, ●nd ●cceptable optical gain, while main-

taining ● conservative design with respect to our ●bilit!

to build, ●lign, ●nd test the finiehed product. To meet

this goal, we need ● very intense laser source ●nd ● high-

power ●lectron beam.

The C02 laaer we have choeen delivere ● sin&le-

line, single-mode beam of good quality ●nd unueually high

peak power: 1 GW. Figure 1 is ● diagram of the optical

component,e ●rrangement. The 1-GW power level ie attainable

only for short (ns-duration) puleee on ● low duty cycle.

We have chouen ●n “S-ne-wide pulee (variable from 1 to



TABLE 1

DESIGN PARAMETERS

Opt ical

Wavelength

Design optical power

Strehl Ratio

Rayleigh length

Radius of focus

Electron Beam

Design electron current

Electron energy

Energy spread

Emittance

!LiMk
Wiggler length

Length of exit/entrance regions

Taper in wavelength

Max/rein wavelength

Number of Wiggler Cycles

Total Number Magnets

Magnet Size

Gap Between Magnets

Peak Magnetic Field

10.6 v

1000 Mw

O*5

400 cm

0.16 cm

20 amp

20 Fkv

+1%

271mm7nrad

100 cm

5.0 cm

12%

2.7/2.4 cm

40

314

0.5 x 0.5 w 3.5 cm3

0.88 cm

0.3 T

Performance

Design Energy Extraction Efficiency 2.8%

Deeigfi Opt~cal Gain 1.1%

Small Signal Cain 104%
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Fig, 1 Diagram of laser components,

10 ns) repeated every 10 s. Because of this low repetition

rste, synchronous detection techniques cannot be used read-

ily; therefore ●ll measurements must be performed on sin-

gle pul~es.

The ●lectron accelerator has been specially built

for this experiment. It was deeigned to deliver ● 5-ns



pulsed beam at 20 MeV, a~d to have energy spread and emit-

tance close to the state of the art. The shape of the 5-ns

pulse is shown in Fig. 2. The peak current is 20 A.

The wiggler differs from other designs in several

respects. Molt noticeably, it is shorter (1 m instead

a. INPUT LASER PULSE

of

TIME -

b. ELECTRON PULSE

MICROPULSES *30 psWIDE
SPACED 769 pS APART

i
\
\
\
\

TIME -

FiB. 2 Optfcal and electron beam pulse shapes.
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2 or 3 m). We chose this length because of the oscillator

experiment to follow. An oscillator differs from an ampli-

fier in that it must have sufficient gain at all optical

power levels to start from noise and build up to the design

power level. Tapered wigglers easily can be designed that

do not satisfy this requirement: that is, they work well

at the design power level but have such low gain at low

power levels that they will not start oscillating.

To show that this is possible, consider a wiggler

of large, constant taper/m, amplifying a weak, well-

collimated optical signal. ‘l’he wiggler will be in reso-

nance only in its entrance region over a sl;ort length and

will, therefore, contribute to the gain only at that point.

Be:ause no gain is produced by the rest of the wiggler, the

opt;cal gain is independent of the wiggler’s length. In

contrast, at the design power the tapered wiggler is in

resonance throughout its whole length. Its gain increases

Zinearly with length. Clearly, for long wigglers, a plot

of gain versus optical power will show, as in Fig. 3, a

peak at the deuign power. in contrast, a similar plot for

a short wiggler shows no peak.

Now, a long wiggler, with a peak in its gain curve,

cannot easily be used to take advantage of the very high

gain at the design point. Instead ct the peak gain, the

lower amull-signal Sain is the crucial parameter, deter-

mining whether it will or will not oscillate. When the

difficulty of focusin~ light into ● long wiggler is con-

sidered, the small signal gain of a long wiggler drops even

below that of a short one. Because of these problems with

long, linearly ttpered wigglers, we have chosen to work

with ● wi.~gler of intermediate length: that is, long
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Fig. 3 Gain versus optical power for different wigglers.

enough <a give adequate gain but short enough to Rhow no

peak itl ita gain curve.

Another un~lsual feature of our wiggler is its provi-

sion for beam diagnostics. It has three penetrations along

its length to allow observations of the be~ms. Figure 4

shows a C1OSC-UP view cf the central penetration into which

a fluorescent screen can be inserted. The entrance and

exit regions each contain a single pair of magnets, ~paced

so as to ease the ●lectron beam through theee transition

regions without bends or eideways displacements. Figu?e 5

shows the entrance region, jllustr~ting the meana by which

its magneta can be rotated for fine adjustments to their

fields. The magnets and their support structure are built

as a single unit, se~arate Irom L;,: iet)t of the oystem.

This wiggler “cartridge” can be inserted into and removed

from the beam line readily ●nd rapidly. Figure 6 shows the



Fig. 4 Center of wiggler, showing magnets and penetration
for be,-.m diagnostics.

wiggler cartridge being inserted. To exploit this flexi-

bility, we have built two complete cartridges that have

their magnets mounted to different tapers, and have made

de8ign provisions that permit a rapid change to be made in

the taper of the cartridge not being used. In this way we

can rapidly ●xplore the ~ehavior of a wide range of linear

and ●xotic tapers. Figure 6 also shows a series of coils

placed ●round the wiggler to allow small localized correc-

tions of the electron trajectories. Also shown is half a

magnetic shield, positioned around the wiggler and the

$yetem that ia ueed to insert and view the fluorescent



III. CONSTRUCTION

Figure 7 shows the array of optical components used

to produce the high quality, short pulse of C02 Iaaer

radiation. 5! 6 The final amplifier (Lumonica 600A-triple

pass) is not shown. Figure 8 shows the 20-MeV electron

linac compoaea of 25 side-coupled 1.3-GHz cavitiea.

The major problem encountered with the wiggler was

that of selecting anti mounting the magnets. The magnets

are held inside the va~uum sy.’em; therefore, mounting

techniques consistent with high vacuum must be used. We

chose to machine two perpendicular grooves in each end of



Fig. 6 Wiggler cartridge being inserted into vacuum
enclosure.



Fig. 7 Optical components of laser.

Fig. 8 Accelerator.



the magnets and to position them along the wiggler’s axia

by meaihing one set of grooves with a toothed spacer bar.

The magnets are held in place by a spline inserted into the

other groove; these details are shown in Fig. 4.

Because vacuum properties of the magnets must be

acceptable (less than 10
-7

torr), outgassing tests were

performed on the vacuum vessel, on the vessel containing

the magnet support structure, ar,d on the vessel containing

a complete cartridge, including magnets. No outgassing

from the magnets was detected and the overall vacuum char-

acteristics of the wiggler were gocd. 7

Careful measurements were made of the stren~ths of

the individual magnets before they were u,aunted. Severa 1

techniques were ●mployeti, the most useful being field meas-

urement ma~e opposite the centers of the two poles of each

magnet. Figure 9 shows a plot of the number of magnets

C/l

t
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8
z
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-10 -5 0 5 10

D/A (%)
Fig,9 Distribution of magnet properties,



found to have different values of D/A,

ference between the otrengtha of the

north and south poles and A is their

shows, unexpectedly, that there are at

kinds of ma~nets making up our set.

where D is the dif-

fields opposite the

average. This plot

least five different

We believe that the

different kind$, shown in Fig. 9, are related to the posi-

tions of the individual magnet? in the larger block from

which they were cut. The five kinds, for ●xample, might

correspond to five layers cut from the larger block. The

important point is that the spread of D/A values is ao

large that, uncompensated, it would cause a random wander-

ing of the electron beam off the wiggler’s axis and out of

the laser beam. To avoid this we have employed vt ‘ious

compensation techniqueti that involve selecting groups of

magnets with similar (or opposite) D/A values and position-

ing them so as to cancel each other’s aberrations.

Iv. ALIGNMENT

T4e e!ectron and laser beums must be car~fully

aligned with the -wiggler’s axia. We perform this ●lign-

ment by using a reference heliunrneon laser beam, klen the

three critical ●::es are separately colinear with the xefer-

ence beam they ●re colinear with each other. Their ●lign-

ment with the refere~}ce beam proce~da as follows. First,

using a mirror aysteml the reference and C02 beama are

brought into the same path before they both ●nter the wig-

gler, This ia ●ccomplished by deflecting them in front of

the wiggler onto ● test at~nd where the coincidence of

their patha ●nd focal points can be ●aaured. Next, two

cross-hsir targets ●re inserted into the center of the wig-

gler’s ●ntrance ●nd exit regions. The imauea of these



cross hairs can be reen at the ●xit of tne wiggler using

the illumination provided by the reference beam. An ●ecu-

rate alignment of the wiggler’s axis with che reference

beam can b? ●chieved by centering the croes hairs on the

la~er spot. Finally, [he spatial coincidence of the elec-

tron ●nd reference beams can be assured by simultaneously

examining both on ●ny one of three fluorescent scr~er.s

inserted into rhe wiggler. When the t~o spots generated

by the laser and ●lectron beam merge into one, the beams

are superimposed.

v. J)IAGNOYJICS

Figure 2 1s ● diagram, of the shapes Gf the electron

nnd laser pulses. The laser pulse is umu?th ard T nk

wide. To obtsin higher peak power (2 GU), wc can utilize

● shorter (l.S-lls) pulse. The electron bean plllse has the

same overall width but is composed @f several micropuloes

separated by 0.77 ns. Every ●lecLron padses through tbe

wiggler in # Etrong optical field beccuse of the~e pul~e

st,ape~, but relativ~ly few photons pass accompanied by

●lectrons. This difference makes the ●leccrcn measulem~nts

rather easy but the optical one difficult because of the

large background signal d-void of gain,

The ●lectton measur~mentc ● re performed by dia-

persxng che beam in a tpectrametet and iauginp it on e

fl~oretcent screen. The patrern seen will oe [lie sum of

the ●ffects from the cevera: mlcropulaek in o~e 3-nl ma.ro-

FU~#8. Scans Chro.gh Cne fluoresccr?t ima8e hy ● ~ camera

will provide a quantitative measure of the ●lectrvn energy

distribtitian,



The provisions made t’or optical measurement ●re

much more extensive, Details can be found elsewhere. ”

Briefly, we will erthance the optical gain signal ~n several

different ways to allow us to separate it from the back-

ground laser signal. We plan to discriminate between, and

measure, two different wiggler emissions: the coherent

apontaneoue emission generated by the bunched electron beam

alone and the coherent atimulatei emission (which repre-

aenta most of the gain] genereted by the interaction

between the laser ●nd the electron’s fields. These two

signala are needed, for they give different kinds of infor-

mation about the performance ef the wiggler.

V16 COMPONENTPERFORMANCE

The C02 laser has hcen operated ●t full power and

many of its characteristics have been checked. The peak

power (> 1 GW) ●nd Strehl ratio (0,7) ●xceed desl~n vslues.

Shot-to-#hot rrproducibll~tj in ●urr8y ●nd peak power are

+5%. Because the laser pulse is used to trigger the elec-

tron gun, jitter in its timing has no effact upon the tem-

poral coincidence of the two pulses in the wiggler, This

jitter (:15 ns), however, has small (:1/4%) effect upon the

electron beam energy,

The ●ccelerator IIOW peratea ●t 20 MeV, with ● n

●n~rgy spread of :1/2% or less ●t th? design peak current

of 20 A, The beam’s emittance ●ppears to be good and it

can be puleed in th? desired fashion, A focused spot ●t

the wiggler is ●pproximately 1 mm in diameter,

The wiggler has been characterized by conventional

field mea~urementc and by the “hot wire” technique. In
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this technique, the trajectories of the electrons are simu-

lated by placing a fine taut wire in the expected position

of the beam, then passing a current of the correcL magni-

tude through the wire. The wire moves until the magnetic

forces on the wire balance the tension forces. The equi-

librium position of the wire then duplicates the trajectory

of the beam. The difficulty in performing these measure-

ments is increaaed by an instability of the wire found CO

occur in cases where the current is too high or when the

wire is tou long. In such situatiana the instability was

avoided, either by e redu~ed current (thus reducing the

deflections by the same factor) or by shortening the wire

by fixing it at positions between the anchor points.

We have used the hot wire technique co measure the

following characteristics of the beam: the wiggles of 2-

to 3-cm wavelength and O.1-mm amplitude, caused by the

individual magnets; the transverse wandering of the beam,

caused by random variations in magnet’e field strength

along the length of the wiggl~r; the transverse deflections

of the be~m in th~ ●bsence of magnets, caused by the

●arth’s field; the strength ●nd period of betatron oscilla-

tions, which cause ● focusing of electrons injected irto

the wiggler o~f-axis in ● direction perpendicular to the

magnets; and variations in the transverse wandering (men-

tioned ●bove) for electrons injected off-axia in a direc-

clon parallel to the magnets, These measurements ●lso were

used to guide the ●dju~tment of the ●ntrance ●nd ●xit mag-

nets and to ● saure chat the ●lectron beam’a deviations from

● straight line are within acceptable limits,



VI. CONCLUSION

The individual parts of the LGE Alamos FEL amplifier

have been designed, built, ●nd tested. In general, their

performance meets specifications; within the next few

months experiments will be performed.
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